
Whether it is loading large amounts of Whether it is loading large amounts of 
data from external sources or making ad-data from external sources or making ad-
hoc changes to your Cloud configuration, hoc changes to your Cloud configuration, 
changing data in Oracle Cloud is a resource-changing data in Oracle Cloud is a resource-
intensive manual task which is prone to error.  intensive manual task which is prone to error.  
Consultants mitigate this with proprietary Consultants mitigate this with proprietary 
spreadsheets to manage the data, but Oracle spreadsheets to manage the data, but Oracle 
does not provide any data loading tools to does not provide any data loading tools to 
assist.  Consequently, data is often re-keyed assist.  Consequently, data is often re-keyed 
multiple times before finally being entered multiple times before finally being entered 
into the Oracle solution.  This introduces risk into the Oracle solution.  This introduces risk 
to your project and takes time.to your project and takes time.

ChangeChange from Rapid4Cloud, a module of  from Rapid4Cloud, a module of 
our SaaS Intelligent Cloud Automation Suite, our SaaS Intelligent Cloud Automation Suite, 
provides the ability to load setup, master provides the ability to load setup, master 
or transactional data, through pre-defined or transactional data, through pre-defined 
templates, directly into your Oracle Cloud templates, directly into your Oracle Cloud 
environment.  This can be en-masse from environment.  This can be en-masse from 
legacy systems, or in smaller quantities legacy systems, or in smaller quantities 
(down to individual records by task) as you (down to individual records by task) as you 
refine your solution throughout the project.refine your solution throughout the project.

With With ChangeChange from Rapid4Cloud, you can  from Rapid4Cloud, you can 
dramatically reduce the time and effort dramatically reduce the time and effort 
required to load and change data in your required to load and change data in your 
Oracle solution and increase the quality of Oracle solution and increase the quality of 
that data, freeing up valuable resources and that data, freeing up valuable resources and 
reducing cost.reducing cost.

CHANGE

BENEFITS

Making it easier to implement and run Oracle Cloud Applications

INTELLIGENT CLOUD AUTOMATION
 
Designed for both new and existing users of Oracle Cloud 
Applications, R4C saves time and improves data quality whilst 
freeing up resources to focus on high value add activities. With 
Artificial Intelligence and Robotic Process Automation technologies 
at its core, R4C is a software suite designed to automate and 
accelerate the many repetitive manual processes involved in 
implementing and maintaining Oracle Cloud Applications. This is 
what makes the R4C solution key to maximising the benefits of 
the Oracle Cloud. 

 ✔ Reduce time taken to load data into Oracle by up to 40% 
 

 ✔ Eliminate data errors by automating the data entry processes 

 ✔ Lower cost of ownership as fewer resources are required to 
change data and setups
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Defined templates ensure data Defined templates ensure data 
integrityintegrity

RPA emulates human input, thereby RPA emulates human input, thereby 
respecting Oracle’s security and data respecting Oracle’s security and data 
validation capabilitiesvalidation capabilities

Setup, Master and Transaction data Setup, Master and Transaction data 
can all be managed with the same can all be managed with the same 
tooltool

Multiple load template formats, Multiple load template formats, 
BR100 or Config Workbook, to ease BR100 or Config Workbook, to ease 
adoption by consultantsadoption by consultants

Highly scalable, from single records Highly scalable, from single records 
up to whole Production datasetsup to whole Production datasets

True SaaS solution – no software to True SaaS solution – no software to 
install, no implementation costinstall, no implementation cost

KEY FEATURES

Quickly configure a new 
Cloud instance using a 
simple questionnaire

Use EBS setups and data 
as a template to create 
new Cloud instance

Generate Oracle
standard reports, 

export in 
multiple formats 

and compare

Ad-hoc changes, changes 
by module, loading large 

data volumes

Automatically copy your Setup, 
Master and Transaction data 

between environments 
- DEV, TEST, PROD

Create a master 
template and 
automatically 

roll out to 
another 

country or 
business unit
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